
 

 

KERALA STATE COIR CORPORATION LIMITED 
(An ISO 9001-2008 Certified Govt. of Kerala Undertaking) 

P.B. No.191, Alappuzha – 688001, Kerala. 
 

17th August, 2019 

WANTED 

The Kerala State Coir Corporation Ltd, a fully owned Government company, invites 

Qualified and competent candidates to attend the Walk-in Recruitment for selection to 

the post of Trainee Marketing Executives.  

A written test will be conducted for all the registered candidates. Candidates qualifying in 

the written test will be admitted to a group discussion. Qualifying candidates will be 

admitted to the interview, scheduled on the same day itself. Candidates must bring a 

passport size photograph (taken within six months), bio data, originals and copies of all 

certificates proving qualification and experience while attending the Walk-in Recruitment. 

 

Date   : 31-08-2019 (Saturday) 

Reporting Time : 08.30 am to 10.00 am 

Venue   : Centre for Management Development, Thycaud, 

     Thiruvananthapuram - 695014 

 

1. Trainee Marketing Executive - 10 Vacancies 

Educational Qualification: MBA/PGDM (Marketing) 

Candidates shall have excellent communicative skills, interpersonal skills, computer 

knowledge (MS Office) and on hand experience in social media and online marketing.    

Experience: Minimum One year post qualification experience in Sales (Mattress sales 

preferred)      

Age:   Below 35 years as on 01.08.2019 

Remuneration: Rs. 15,000 per month (Other expenses and incentives as applicable will 

be paid extra). Salary will not be limited for exceptional candidates. 

 

Note:  

 

1. A written test will be conducted for all the candidates. Candidates qualifying in 

the written test only will be admitted to the group discussion. Candidates 

qualifying in the group discussion only will be admitted to the interview. 

2. Candidates must bring a passport size photograph (taken within six 

months) and all documents, proving qualification and experience, in 

original. 

3. No TA/DA shall be paid for written test/group discussion/interview. 

4. Admittance to various stages of the recruitment will be provisional only, and will 

not confer any claim unless various other conditions of selection processes are 

satisfied. Detailed scrutiny of the applications/credentials will be conducted before 

interview/appointment. Any discrepancy found during the detailed scrutiny will 

result in the rejection of the candidature. 



5. Kerala State Coir Corporation and the Centre for Management Development 

reserves the right to shortlist only a limited number of candidates for test/group 

discussion/interview, as the case may be for the post, based on marks secured in 

their qualifying examination and experience. Candidate should clearly mention 

the marks scored in the qualifying examination while filling the information sheet. 

The conversion of grade/CGPA to percentage should be based on the procedure 

certified by the University from where they have obtained the degree. The onus 

of proving the conversion from grade/CGPA to percentage of marks would rest 

with the candidate. 

6. Canvassing in any form will lead to disqualification. In the event of any 

information provided by the candidate being found false or incorrect at any stage, 

their candidature/appointment is liable to be cancelled/terminated without any 

notice. The Kerala State Coir Corporation Limited reserves the right to fill or not 

fill the posts advertised. 

7. Candidates are advised to note that only post qualification work experience of the 

candidates from reputed/established organizations until 01/08/2019 will be 

considered. 

 

Sd/- 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 


